Wide-Area Duress Solution
to support healthcare professionals
Ascom Myco along with GAP Guardian application is a
Wide-Area Duress solution that provides an effective way to
raise an alert in a dangerous situation or personal threat to lone
workers in the community…
Help is just a push button away
Ascom Myco has a dedicated alarm button and offers personal safety features
suitable for lone workers deployed in environments exposed to security and other
operating risks. A simple push-button discretely activates a wide-area SOS alarm,
helping to ensure the safety of staff working in potentially hazardous situations.
Man-down/No-movement alarm
Automated alarms help improve safety for lone workers. ‘Man-down’ is triggered
if the handset doesn’t move beyond a set threshold for a set period. The solution
discreetly warns the user prior to activating a distress call to prevent false alarms.
Global Positioning System (GPS)
The GPS function adds system awareness of where users/handsets are located to
quickly locate staff in cases of emergency.

Welfare & Status tools
At the click of a button, a user can perform a safety check. The check-in scheduler lets you easily define and assign checkin schedules and automates missed or overdue check-ins. Schedules can be configured at recurring intervals or at certain
times of the day (with full support for varying time zones).
Monitor Me
A feature for peace-of-mind in high-risk situations, it allows the user to set a manual check-in schedule, switch on GPS
tracking, and monitor device movement.
Reliable & versatile communication
Dependent on the type of alarm raised, the device and platform can respond by initiating several different communication
types such as voice, SMS, and email – all including relevant geolocation information. Alerts are managed and distributed
centrally whether it’s an SOS, crossed geofence, overdue check-in or man-down alert.
Emergency Operations Centre
Wide-area alerts from Ascom Myco handsets are sent to our 24/7/365 international emergency response coordination
centre, or optionally any other alarm receiving centre or internal system.
Reporting tool
It is possible to maintain comprehensive, time-stamped logs that include all messages, GPS coordinates and, notes added
by incident managers. This is a useful tool for journey monitoring, incident investigations, training or continuous
improvements to practices.
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Disclaimer:
Two10degrees is solely responsible for the specifications, performance
and availability of GAP Guardian, cloud-hosted user interface and service
provided by the emergency operations centre.
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